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Abstract:

The identification and preparation of a very good quality donor artery is a crucial step
of every superficial temporal artery to middle cerebral artery (STA-MCA) bypass.
For flow-preservation bypass performed for trapping of complex MCA aneurysms,
key element is the correct target of the recipient artery. When a cortical recipient
artery (M4 segment of the MCA) is selected, this vessel must be a terminal branch of
the artery whose sacrifice is necessary for definitive aneurysmal treatment.
In this article we report on two techniques for: 1) intraoperative mapping and
preparation of good quality STA branch as donor artery for STA-MCA bypass (mostly
in the case the frontal branch of the STA needs to be used); 2) selective identification
of the correct superficial (M4 cortical) “recipient” artery in flow-preservation STA-MCA
bypass performed for managing complex MCA aneurysms.
Both the techniques are based on the use of microscope-integrated Indocyanine
green videoangiography (ICG-VA), an intraoperative tool allowing observation and
real-time assessment of blood flow in large and small vessels, with distinct evaluation
of arterial, capillary and venous phases.
The two techniques contribute respectively to: 1) reduce the risk of erroneous
identification or injury of the donor artery in STA-MCA bypass procedures; 2)
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eliminate the risk of erroneous revascularization of a non-involved arterial territory in
flow-preservation bypass surgery for managing complex MCA aneurysms.
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Abbreviation
EC-IC – Extra.to-intracranial; DSA – Digital subtraction angiography; ICGVA - Indocyanine green
videoangiography; MCA – Middle cerebral artery; STA – superficial temporal artery – STA-MCA:
superficial temporal artery to middle cerebral artery.

Introduction

A crucial step of every STA-MCA bypass procedure (both flow-preservation and flowaugmentation) is the reliable identification and safe dissection of the donor artery,
namely the superficial temporal artery (STA).[3]
For flow-preservation bypass performed for trapping complex aneurysms of the
middle cerebral artery (MCA), a key element is the correct target of the recipient
artery. [2, 4-8, 10] The bypass must supply adequate blood flow to the brain perfused
by the trapped vessel. [1, 2, 4, 5, 7-9, 14] When a cortical recipient artery (M4
segment of the MCA) is selected, this vessel must be a terminal branch of the artery
whose sacrifice is necessary for definitive aneurysm treatment. [4, 7]
Microscope-integrated

Indocyanine

green

videoangiography

(ICG-VA)

allows

intraoperative and real-time assessment of blood flow in large and small vessels, with
distinct evaluation of arterial, capillary, and venous phases. [12, 13]
With this work, we present the way we use ICGVA for: 1) intraoperative mapping and
preparation of good quality STA branch as donor artery for STA-MCA bypass (mostly
in the case the frontal branch of the STA needs to be used); 2) selective identification
of the correct superficial (M4 cortical) “recipient” artery in flow-preservation STA-MCA
bypass performed for managing complex MCA aneurysms. These two techniques
have been separately reported by us in the last years.[3, 4]
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ICGVA-assisted identification of bypass donor artery
The STA divides into two branches: an anterior frontal and a posterior parietal.[11] If
only the parietal branch needs to be prepared, a linear incision above this parietal
branch allows its dissection under the microscope. [3] In the case the frontal branch
of the STA has to be used (for instances in case of absent/hypoplasic parietal branch
as well as for double barrel STA-MCA bypass), the surgeon usually dissects the
frontal branch from the underside of a fronto-temporal scalp flap. [3] This dissection
can however be difficult because of: additional skin retraction required to expose the
artery; dissection through the fat plane; variability in the anatomy of the STAbranches. [3]
The ICGVA-assisted technique herein described allows intraoperative mapping and
preparation of good quality STA branch as donor artery for STA-MCA bypass: the
technique is useful mostly in the case the frontal branch of the STA needs to be
dissected. [3]
This technique is based on the analysis of the difference in time of filling of scalp
vessels illuminated via ICG-VA from the underside of a scalp flap. [3]
ICG-VA is performed using a commercially available surgical microscope (OPMI®
Pentero™, The Carl Zeiss Co, Oberkochen, Germany). A standard dose of 25 mg of
ICG is dissolved in 5 mL of water and injected into a central vein as a bolus. The
underside of the fronto-temporal scalp flap is illuminated with near-infrared light and
the anatomy of the visualized vasculature studied. ICG-VA videos are analysed on
video screen and recorded for further analysis. [3]
ICG-VA allows to: visualize the the whole pattern of the STA at once before
preparation (Figure 1A); differentiate the STA-branches running parallel (Figure 1A);
precisely mapping the donor in case of serpiginous STA (Figure 1B); localize the
bifurcation-points of the STA-branches (Figure 1A); precisely define the location of all
the branching points in the late arterial phase (Figure 1A-B).
This technique results very effective for mapping and preparing very good quality
donor artery.[3] It may reduce the risk of erroneous identification or injury of the
donor artery, mainly in case of anatomical variations of the STA such as: changes in
main bifurcation site (over or below the zygomatic arch), absence of bifurcation,
hypoplasia or absence of one of the branch, double parietal branches, further
bifurcation along the branches, and serpiginous course.[3] The presented technique
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is not intended to substitute the use intraoperative Doppler for identification of the
STA branches, but rather as an alternative/complementary tool. [3]

A.

B.

On the left side, pre-operative DSA with selective injection of the left external carotid artery showing the
frontal and parietal branches of the left STA. On the right side, ICG-VA demonstrating the course of the
frontal (yellow star) and parietal (light blue star) branches of the STA from the underside of the left
fronto-temporal scalp flap. ICG-VA differentiates the STA-branches running parallel (light blue and red
stars) and shows (in the late arterial phase of the angiography, 8 sec) all the branching points of the
STA. The red star indicates a subbranch of the frontal STA.
On the left side, pre-operative DSA with selective injection of the left external carotid artery
demonstrating a serpiginous course of the frontal branch of the STA (blue star). On the right side,
ICGVA shows the frontal branch has a serpiginous course and all the branching points of the STA.
(Modified from Esposito et al, Acta Neurochir, 2016)[3]

ICGVA-assisted identification of bypass recipient artery
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For flow-preservation bypass performed for trapping complex MCA aneurysms, the
selection of the correct recipient artery is an essential step. When microsurgical
dissection of the Sylvian fissure and of the aneurysmal angioanatomy is safe, the
selection of a M2-M3 segment of MCA as recipient is a valid choice. When
microsurgical dissection is considered more risky or when avoiding a deep site for
the anastomosis is preferred, a cortical recipient artery (M4 segment of MCA) can be
selected. [4, 7] It is essential that this recipient artery represents indeed a distal
branch of the artery whose sacrifice is needed to treat the aneurysms (by aneurysmal
trapping). Because each M2 segment feeds several cortical (M4) arteries, the risk of
revascularization into a wrong territory exists. This despite the use of anatomical
landmarks, preoperative neuroimaging, neuronavigation and stereotactic techniques)
[4, 7]
The ICGVA-assisted technique herein presented allows selective identification of the
correct superficial (M4 cortical) “recipient” artery in flow-preservation STA-MCA
bypass performed for managing complex MCA aneurysms by the use of trapping
strategies. This way it eliminates the risk of erroneous revascularization of a noninvolved arterial territory.
The possibility to select a superficial recipient (M4) artery makes the bypass easier
and less invasive. Furthermore, tolerance to ischemia is better during temporary
occlusion of a cortical M4 artery as compared to occlusion of a more proximal M2 or
M3 branch.[4, 7]
ICG-VA is performed as described above. This time however the cortex around the
sylvian fissure is illuminated with near-infrared light: the difference in the direction
and in the time of filling of M4 cortical arteries is analyzed. [4] ICGVA allows in fact
assessing a delayed or reversed arterial filling, as well as delayed capillary/venous
filling.[4, 7, 13]
As schematized in the flow-chart in Figure 2, a delay in cortical M4 arteries filling may
be seen in two different circumstances. The first is primarily on a baseline ICG-VA
without any temporary occlusion of arteries. Such a delay can be caused by any
increased resistence to flow (i.e.: stenosis/occlusion of an aneurysmal branch, intraaneurysmatic turbulent flow, serpiginous aneurysm). We define this as primary
identification (Figure 2). [4] The second circumstance is the detection of delayed flow
secondarily, after provocative temporary occlusion of an artery. This implies
temporary test-occlusion (via application of a temporary clip) of any MCA branch that
5

may need to be occluded for final aneurysm treatment. We define this as secondary
identification [4]

(Figures 2-3). These two conditions are defined primary and

secondary identification respectively (Figure 2). [4]
Any primary or secondary delayed fluorescence of M4 branches (fluorescence is
visualized during the capillary/venous phases of ICG-VA) defines a cortical area
around the sylvian fissure with delayed vascular filling. The most suitable cortical
artery within this cortical area can be targeted as bypass recipient artery (Figures 23). [4]
ICG-VA can be repeated as many times as needed: important is to remain within the
daily dose limit of ICG (5 mg/kg) and to wait at least 10 min between two consecutive
intravenous ICG injections (to allow washout of the previous administered ICG).
The possibility to repeat ICGVA enabled us to study the cortical filling before
(baseline ICG-VA), as well as during temporary occlusion of MCA branches
(provocative ICG-VA), and after bypass construction and aneurysm treatment (final
ICG-VA) (Figure 2). [4]
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Figure 2. Flow chart illustrating the strategy in serial ICG-VAs performed for selective-targeted identification of
the cortical recipient artery in flow-preservation EC-IC bypass surgery. (Modified from: Esposito et al,
Neurosurgery, 2012)[4]
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Figure 3 (patient 2) – secondary identification
A. Drawing: partially thrombosed aneuryms of the right M1 bifurcation.
B. Baseline ICG-VA: simultaneous filling of all the exposed cortical (M4) arteries.
C. Intraoperative microscopic view of the ICG-VA field shown in Figure 3B.
D. Drawing: a temporary clip on the M3 segment of the MCA is placed to perform a provocative ICG-VA.
E. Provocative ICG-VA: an area presenting a delayed filling is evident. A suitable artery in this territory is
then selected as recipient (see yellow asterisk.
F. Intra-operative microscopic view of the ICG-VA field shown in Figure 2E (the yellow asterisk represents
the recipient artery).
G. Drawing: final aneurysm treatment: trapping + flow-prreservation bypass.
H. Final (post-bypass) ICG-VA: the bypass is patent and the cortex takes fluorescence simultaneously.
I. Intra-operative microscopic view of the ICG-VA field shown in Figure 2H.
*White triangles indicate surgery-related decreased fluorescence on ICG-VA. DSA: digital subtraction
angiography; ICG-VA: indocyanine green videoangiography.
(Modified from: Esposito et al, Neurosurgery, 2012 and Esposito et al, Neurosurgery, 2014)
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CONCLUSIONS
The two reported ICGVA-assisted techniques allow: 1) mapping and preparation of
very good quality donor vessel in STA-MCA bypass (mostly if the frontal branch of
the STA has to be used); 2) reliable and accurate identification of the cortical
recipient artery and elimination of the risk of erroneous revascularization of a noninvolved arterial territory in flow-preservation bypass surgery performed for managing
complex MCA aneurysms.
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